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The lixed-point sheaf of the group A,(q) acting on the module V(A) for 1= li + I., 
is studied. It is shown that for i # j and i + j # 1, I + 1 or I+ 2, the dimension of the 
O-homology module is “naturally” bounded in dimension by dim(V(I,)). 
dim( V(1,)). 6 7991 Academic Press, Inc. 
The following result will be proved: 
THEOREM. Let {IZlr . . . . A,) be a set of fundamental weights for the 
Chevalley group A,(q), and let V be the irreducible module of highest weight 
Ai+Aj over thefield F,, where i#j and i+j#l, 1+1 or l-i-2; let F” be 
the corresponding irreducible presheaf: Then dim(H,(F,,)) d dim( V(1,)) . 
dim( V( Lj)). 
With the emergence of local group theory techniques, it is often useful 
to present modules using “local” generators, that is, using information 
available at the level of the p-local subgroups. A significant result of Ronan 
and Smith [RS, Theorem (2.3)] shows that given a Chevalley group G 
defined over F,, with q =p’, and an irreducible F,G-module V, the zero- 
homology group of the corresponding presheaf (on the p-local subgroups 
defining the Tits building) is an indecomposable module with a unique 
maximal submodule W and irreducible quotient isomorphic to V. Much 
work has been done showing that W= (0) (or that W is very small in 
dimension) for particular modules or classes of modules, in particular by 
Ronan and Smith, Smith and Volklein, Segev and Smith, Volklein, and 
*The author thanks Stephen D. Smith for suggesting this problem, and for his help 
throughout the research process. 
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Cohen and Smith [RS, SV, SS, V, CS]; this paper follows in that tradition. 
The module V(li+ S) is a composition factor of v(nJ @ V(;li), and in 
most cases dim( P’(& + Aj)) is close to dim( ?‘(A,) 0 V(Aj)) = dim( V(&)) . 
dim(V(I1,)). Thus we need few extra relations (and quite possibly no extra 
relations in many cases) in order to recover the original module from the 
local-geometric presentation. 
The necessity of the hypothesis on i + j is illustrated by the case of the 
adjoint module V= V(A, + 2,) for G of type AI over a field F, for which 
Smith and Vijlklein [SV] showed that the maximal submodule W is 
isomorphic to the space of derivations of the field F. Thus in that case, 
while W= (0) whenever F is perfect, for an arbitrary field F there is no 
bound on the dimension of W, and hence also no bound on the dimension 
of HO(gv). By contrast, in the proof to follow, at no point is the finiteness 
of the field required; the result holds for any field of characteristic p. 
In this paper we will first consider G any Chevalley group defined over 
F, and V= v(n) an irreducible F,G-module. We will briefly review the 
weight theory of the module v and the construction of the fixed-point sheaf 
z%$~. It will be proved that the coefficients in .9$ of certain parabolic sub- 
groups of G are spanned by weight spaces whose weights have appropriate 
“highest coefficients.” This result will be used to establish an epimorphism 
of fixed spaces v(n),@ V(A’), + V(A + A’)P, with v(1)‘ v(n’), I’(2 + 2’) all 
irreducible G-modules and P a given parabolic subgroup of G. We then 
move to G of type A, and i # j such that i+ j< 1, and the above 
epimorphism yields the presence of dim( v(&)) . dim( V(Aj)) distinguished 
one-spaces in H,(.&& + i,, ). The apartment method of Ronan and Smith 
[RS, Sect. 41 will then be used to show that these one-spaces span 
HO(~$(I,+& The graph automorphism on the A, Coxeter diagram 
corresponds to the mapping of A,(q)-modules to their duals; in particular, 
J’(AJ* = V&+,-d BY using this duality, the case of i + j > I+ 2 is taken 
care of, thus completing the proof. 
SECTION 1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Parabolic Subgroups and Buildings 
For a reference for this information see Chapters 2 and 15 of Carter [Cl. 
Let G be a Chevalley group of rank I defined over F,. The parabolic sub- 
groups of G form a lattice (by containment) which provides the structure 
of the building A. Seen as a simplicial complex, A has dimension l- 1; to 
parabolic subgroups P, P’ are assigned simplices 6, 0’ such that CJ is a face 
of rr’ if and only if P’ <P. Maximal parabolic subgroups correspond to 
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vertices in d, while Bore1 subgroups correspond to (1- 1)-dimensional 
simplices. 
Fix a Cartan subalgebra for the Lie algebra of G; fix also the corre- 
sponding Cartan subgroup H. Let Qi denote the irreducible root system 
associated with G, and let r= { c(~, . . . . CL!} be a set of fundamental roots. 
Given any subset r’ c r we form the parabolic subgroup 
P(P) = (H, X, : c1 E r or -a E r’); here X, denotes the root group of the 
root ~1. The group P(P) has a Levi decomposition as the semidirect 
product of the unipotent radical U(T’) = (X, : c( E { @+ \NT’} ) and 
L(r) = (H, X, : CI E { Zr’ n @} ). (This decomposition depends on the 
choice of fundamental roots.) Note that each parabolic subgroup of G is 
conjugate to one of the form P(Y’). 
Weights and Modules 
For this information we will follow Humphreys [H, Chap. 131. Denote 
by n the weight lattice of the Lie algebra of G; let /1+ c /1 denote the set 
of dominant weights. Also, set {A,, . . . . A,} to be the fundamental dominant 
weights (note that both the dominant weights and the fundamental 
dominant weights are relative to the choice of r). We know that if 1 E /i +, 
then 2 can be written either as a nonnegative integral sum of fundamental 
dominant weights, or as a positive rational sum of fundamental roots: 
i 
c ” nkAk, n,EZ+ 
I= 
c akuk? a,EQ+\{O). 
For each LEA+, there is a corresponding F,G-module V(n), which is 
irreducible if and only if 0 d nk Q q - 1 for all k (proved in [St, Sect. 13, 
Theorem 433). Finally, if V(n) is a G-module as above, let 17(A) denote the 
set of all its weights. If p E n(n), we denote the weight space for p by V(n), 
(or VP if there is no possible confusion). 
The Fixed-Point Sheaf 
For a G-module I’, we form the fixed-point sheaf YV by attaching to 
each vertex r~ of A the subspace of V fixed pointwise by the unipotent 
radical of the parabolic subgroup P defining that simplex. We denote this 
subspace by V, or I’,. If 6’ is a face of 0, we obtain the natural 
monomorphism from V, to V, : for if P and P’ are the corresponding 
parabolics, then P < P’, whence U’ < U (U, U’ are the unipotent radicals 
of P, P’) and therefore the fixed space of U is contained in the fixed space 
of U’. 
We form a chain complex by composing the usual boundary map on 
the building, relative to some fixed orientation of vertices, with these 
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connecting maps. The homology quotients are formed just as one would 
normally form homology groups (see [ RS, Sect. 11); we will be looking 
at the bottom homology module HO(FV). In particular, if P and P’ are 
adjacent maximal parabolic subgroups and if UE VPn V,., then v E V, is 
equal to u E V, inside Ho(&). The main result of this paper is to 
“naturally” bound the dimension of this homology module for a particular 
class of G-modules. 
SECTION 2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The main result of Smith [S] is stated for G a semisimple algebraic 
group over an algebraically closed field. We will need only the finite-group 
corollary: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a Chevalley group over a finite field F,, P a 
parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical U and Levi complement L, 
and V a finite-dimensional irreducible F,G-module. Then the fixed-point 
space Vu affords an irreducible F,L-module. 
Thus, the coefficient in 9” for any simplex can alternately be described 
as the smallest nonzero subspace stabilized by the associated parabolic, or 
as the subspace fixed pointwise by the unipotent radical of that parabolic. 
The first preliminary result, dealing with the nature of certain coefbcients 
of the presheaf FVv, can now be proved: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose V = V(A) is an irreducible F,G-module, with 
l=CakakEA+, and suppose r’ c r is a collection of fundamental roots. 
Then the subspace of Vjxed by U(r’) is spanned by { V, : p = C b,a, such 
that p E IT(A) and bk = ak for all k with ak # r’}. 
In other words, the coefficient of 9” for P(Y’) is spanned by weight 
spaces whose weights have appropriate “highest possible coefficients” (i.e., 
coefficients away from ry. 
Proof: Let V’ c V be spanned by { V, : p = C b,a, such that p E n(A) 
and b,=a, for all k with a,$r’}. Recall that if p=C b,a,EZ7(11), then 
bk < ak for all k. Recall also that the root group X, fixes VP pointwise if 
,H + a $ n(A). If a E @+ \NT’, then a “involves” some a&r’; but all p 
above have highest possible coefficients for all ak $ r’, so ,u + a 4 Z7(A) for 
any such a. From this we see that U(r’) = ( {Xa : a E @+ \NT’}) fixes V’; 
therefore V’ G Vr(r,). 
On the other hand, for a E (Zr’ A @}, A’,: v’ + V’. Therefore 
L(T’) = (H, X, : a E {ZT’ n CD}) stabilizes v’. By Lemma 2.1, V,(,,, is 
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a simple F, L( r’ )-module, so we can conclude that V’ = IJ’~(~,) as 
required. 1 
Note that in the course of the above proof, we have also proved that all 
weights with the appropriate highest coefficients lie in the span of the 
L(P)-conjugates of the highest weight vector. 
We now establish the existence of an epimorphism which is crucial to all 
steps of the proof of the main result. We shall consider the tensor product 
of two irreducible G-modules not as a G-module, but in terms of its weight 
decomposition for H. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let V(l), V(A’), and V(l+ A.‘) be irreducible G-modules 
defined over the field F,, with q =pe, and let P= P(T’) be a parabolic 
subgroup of G, with r’ c IY Then there exists an F,H-epimorphism 
I$: V(A)@ V(1’) + V(A + A’) which restricts to an epimorphism dp: V(A),@ 
V(A’), + V(A + i’),. 
Prooj Note that we can assume, by moving to a larger field if 
necessary, that our modules are defined over a splitting field for H. In 
particular, all modules are semisimple as FH-modules. 
In fact, for the purposes of this proof, we let G be the associated infinite 
algebraic group defined over the algebraically closed field F of charac- 
teristic p, with corresponding Cartan subgroup R and parabolic subgroup 
P. We do this because in cases with small q (q = 2, for example), certain 
H-modules are not uniquely determined and are not necessarily spanned by 
weight spaces, and different weights might not be distinguished by the 
action of finite H. This problem does not occur for the group i7. Note that 
Lemma 2.2 still holds when we pass to the infinite algebraic group. At the 
end of the proof, we recover the finite group H by taking fixed points under 
a suitable field automorphism. -- 
For the remainder of this proof, we shall regard all modules as FH- 
modules. We know that P(,J + A’) is a composition factor of V((n) @ V((n’), 
since the latter contains a maximal weight vector of weight I + A’. There- 
fore there is a submodule X& F((n) 0 V((n’), and a submodule X’ c X, such 
- -, that X/X z p((n + A’). By the above paragraph, we have 
with X” z V((n + A’). However, we also have 8~ V((n) @ F(‘(n’), whence 
v((n) @ r((n’) x R@ x”‘. Therefore we have the following isomorphism of 
FE;-modules: 
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with w” x r((n + A’). Let 4: p(A) @ v((n’) -+ p((n + A’) be the homomorphism 
which maps X” isomorphically onto V(i(n + A’). 
Choose XEX” such that i(x) is a weight vector in V((n + A’),. Since 4 
acts isomorphically on 8”, it follows that x is a weight vector as well, 
hence lies in some weight space of V(A)@ P(A’). Moreover, by Lemma 2.2, 
g(x) is a weight vector whose weight has appropriate “highest possible 
coefficients” for the parabolic P, hence the weight of the vector x must also 
have these highest coefficients. 
The weight spaces of V(A) @ V(A’) are spanned by the tensor products of 
weight spaces in v(A) and V(ln’), with the weights of the two factors adding 
to equal the weight in the tensor product. Thus x = C, x, @ yt, with each 
vector x, @ y, of the same weight as x. Since the action of the weights in 
a tensor product is additive and since the weight of x has certain highest 
possible coe@ients, the vectors x, and y, must have weights with those 
same highest coefficients. Thus by Lemma 2.2, X,E V(A)p and y, E v(A’)p 
for all t, whence XE V(A),@ V((n’),. 
Now let X’E V(A),@ V(ll’), be any weight vector, and consider 4(x’). -- 
Since 4 is a FH-homomorphism, 4(x’) is zero or is a weight vector, again 
with the appropriate highest coefficients. Thus &x’)E r((n + A’),. Let $p 
be the restriction of 4 to V(A)p@ V(A’)p; since V((jl)p@ V(A’)p is spanned 
by weight vectors, we have idP: V((n),@ p((n’),+ P(A+ A’),. However, 
V(,I + A’), is also spanned by weight vectors, so by the above paragraph, 
this map is onto. 
Finally, by taking the modules V(A), V(A)‘, V(A+A’) to be the fixed 
points of the modules V(A), P(A)‘, P(A + 1’) under the field automorphism 
x + xq (see, for example, [H, Sect. 26, 27]), we have the resulting 
F,H-epimorphisms 4: V(A)@ V(A’) -+ V(A + A’) and 4P: V(A),@ Y(A’), -+ 
V(,I + A’),. This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
From this point on, let G be the Chevalley group A,(q). Fix i, j such 
that i # j and i + j < 1. Once again, the notation will follow Humphreys 
[H, Chaps. 9, 131: let W be the Weyl group associated with G, and let 
ak E W be the simple reflection aEt, 1 <k < 1. 
Next we shall isolate a technical condition on the coefficients of roots in 
a weight, which ensures that certain coefficients are “highest” (as in Lemma 
2.2). We shall see that this condition is satisfied by the weights Ai, II,, and 
Ai + Aj. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose A= C akak E A + and suppose there is an m 2 1 
such that for all k>m, 2a,,=a,-, +ak+, (set a,+, =0 for notational 
convenience). If ,u = C b,u, E n(A) such that b, = a, for some n am, then 
b n+1= a,, + , , (Note: set b,, 1 = 0 as well.) 
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Note that the first condition of the lemma is equivalent to the weight I 
being orthogonal to the roots elk for all k > m. 
Proof. We know that p E n(A) implies that b,, 1 d a, + 1 ; assume that 
the conclusion is false, i.e., that 6, = a, but that r = a, + I - b,, 1 > 0. We 
find that en + 1(p) has a coefficient of a,, , equal to b, + b, + 2 - b, + 1, with 
the coefficient of a,,, remaining equal to b, + 2. Similarly, we find that 
u,,+~~,,+,(~) has a coefficient of LX,+* equal to (b,+b,+2-b,+1)+ 
b n+3 -b n+z=bn+bn+x-bn+,. Continuing in this way, we have that 
~/~I-1 “‘Cn+I (p) has coefficient of (x, equal to b, + b,, 1 -b,+ , = 
b,-b,+l=a,-a,+l + r. Our hypothesis that 2a, = uk _ 1 + ak + 1 for k > m 
is equivalent to ak - ak + 1 = ak _ 1 - ak for k>m. Hence we have 
an-an+,= atZ+, -an+2= . . . =a,-,---,=a,. Therefore a,o,P,...o,+,(p) 
has a coefficient of a, equal to a,+ r, which is higher than the maximum 
possible coefficient for a weight in n(A), whence crlol--l . ..a.,+,(p)$i7(,I). 
This contradicts the fact that Z7(A) is W-stable. a 
Now fix an apartment A of the building A; such an apartment comes 
from a basis for the natural module of G. Thus the vertices of A correspond 
to nonempty proper subsets of {0, . . . . I}, with adjacency corresponding to 
containment of subsets. For f, = P\{ak}, for 1 <k 6 1, we may identify the 
maximal parabolic P(r,) with the subset { 0, . . . . k - 1 }. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose ;1 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4; suppose 
also that V(A) is an irreducible G-module. If Kc K’ c (0, . . . . I} such that 
1 KI = k 2 m, and if P,, Pk. are the parabolic subgroups associated with K, 
K’, then V,, c V,,.. 
Proof From the construction of the apartment A, we can see that the 
stabilizer of A in G induces the symmetric group on (0, . . . . 1). Since action 
by G preserves containment, we need only consider the case 
K = (0, . . . . k-l), K’= (0 ,..., k’-1), where k’ > k. By Lemma 2.2, VpK 
(resp. V,,,) is spanned by those weight spaces with highest possible coef- 
ficient of ak (resp. akr). However, Lemma 2.4 implies that, since k 2 m, any 
weight space with highest possible coefficient of ak has highest possible 
Coefficient Of ak + I, hence alS0 Of c(k,, by induction. Therefore V,, c VP,., 
as required. 
Finally, from [H, Chap. 133, we have the following: 
LEMMA 2.6. 
&= &[(I-k+l)a,+2(1-k+l)a,+ ... +k(l-k+ l)a, 
+k(l-k)a,+, +k(l-k- l)ak+,+ ... +ka,]. 
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Therefore 2, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4 with m = k; if we 
assume (without loss of generality) that j> i, then i = lli + 111 satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2.4, with m =.j. 
SECTION 3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The Generating One-Spaces 
For notational Convenience, V(& + S) will henceforth be denoted by V. 
The main result is that, for i # j and i’+ j # I, I+ 1 or I+ 2, the O-homology 
module of 9” is bounded in dimension by dim( V(,l,)) . dim( V(S)). 
A natural set of dim( I’(&)). dim( V(Aj)) one-spaces will be exhibited. To 
prove that these one-spaces span ZZ,,(FV), we will need the apartment 
method developed by Ronan and Smith [RS, Sect. 43. We will also need 
[RS, Theorem (4.1)]: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be any irreducible minimal-weight module for a 
Chevalley group G. Then, except for type Cl in characteristic 2, HO(Fx) is 
isomorphic to X. 
In their proof of this result, Ronan and Smith showed that HO(Fvclk)) is 
spanned by the one-spaces attached to the vertices on a fixed apartment 
corresponding to subsets of size k, which are (‘i ‘) in number. Let 
z, .zc (0, . ..) 1} with 1Z1 = i, (.ZI = j and let M=Zu.Z. Again recall that 
we have assumed i + j< 1, so that IMI < 1. By Lemma 2.5, the inclusion 
ZcM (resp. JcM) gives us a monomorphism V(li)P,-+ V(Ai)PM 
(resp. V(Aj)PJ + V(lj)P,). We follow these monomorphisms with the 
epimorphism displayed in Lemma 2.3, dP,: V(Ai)PM@ V(Aj)P,+ VP,. 
Going over all i-sets and j-sets, this provides the dim( Qn,)) .dim( V(Aj)) 
one-spaces; denote by v the subspace of Ho(pv) which they span. Our goal 
is to show that F= Ho(&). (Note: in specific cases, it may be possible to 
show that certain one-spaces in V(Ai),,@ V(lj)PM are in the kernel of the 
epimorphism 4: V(Ji) 0 V(ij) -+ V, or that the images of certain one-spaces 
under 4 are not distinct, thus further reducing the bound on the dimension 
of the homology module H,(.Fv).) 
The Spanning Argument 
Let K, 0 c Kc (0, . . . . I>, represent a vertex of the apartment A, with 
corresponding parabolic P,. 
LEMMA 3.2. The space V(,l,)p, (resp. V(/(jli)pK) is spanned by the one- 
spaces ( V(;li)p, : )I) = i and P, is adjacent to PK} (resp. ( V(;ii)p, : lJJ = j and 
P, is adjacent to P,} ). 
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Proof: The proof of this lemma was suggested by Stephen Smith. Set 
k = (KI. Because, as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2.5, the stabilizer of 
A in G induces the symmetric group on (0, . . . . I>, we need only consider the 
case K= (0, . . . . k - 1); in this case, P, = P(T,) = (H, X, : a # - ak). From 
the discussion at the beginning of Section 1, we see that the Levi comple- 
ment of L, of P, has structure Ak- i x Alpk. Lemma 2.1 tells us that the 
space V(n,)p, forms an irreducible L,-module. 
We now break the proof into three cases. 
k=i 
This is immediate, since in this case V(li)P, is one-dimensional. 
k>i 
The module V(/(Izi)PK, as an irreducible module for L,z Ak-, x A,-,, is 
the tensor product of irreducible modules for each of the two factors. The 
highest weight of P’(n,)p, is clearly 1, restricted to L,. By looking at the 
inner product of Ai with the various simple roots, we find that, restricted 
to the factor A, ~, , Ai restricts to the weight “1; for A, ~ i, which we shall 
denote by &; while restricted to A,_,, li restricts to the zero weight. 
The zero weight determines the trivial module for the right-hand factor 
A ,Pk. For the factor Ak--l, the fundamental weight 1; is also a minimal 
weight (see [H, Sect. 13, Exercise 131). A standard property for an 
irreducible module with minimal highest weight is that it is spanned by (in 
fact, has as basis) the conjugates under the Weyl group of the highest 
weight vector. Note that the Weyl group in question is the Weyl group of’ 
the factor Ak _ 1, which is exactly the subgroup of the Weyl group of A, 
which pointwise fixes (k, . . . . r}. The original highest weight vector is the 
fixed space for the parabolic subgroup P(ri), hence corresponds to the set 
(0, ..., i- l}. The Weyl group of A,_ i is the symmetric group Sk acting on 
K= (0, . . . . k - 1 }, so the conjugates of the highest weight vector correspond 
to all i-sets contained in K. 
Since l~‘(&)~, is the tensor of this A,- i module with the trivial module 
for A,-,, we see that V(ni)p, is spanned by { V(n,)p, : 111 = i and ZC K}, as 
required. 
k<i 
This proof is quite similar to that for the case k > i. In this case, the 
module for the left-hand factor A, ~ 1 is trivial, while that for the right-hand 
factor A,-, has minimal weight AiPk (which we shall denote by A;-,). In 
this case the i-sets I which contain K correspond to i-k-sets for the right- 
hand factor. These sets in turn correspond to conjugates of the highest 
weight vector for the weight A;- k ; for the reasons given in the above case, 
these conjugates span the module V(J,),,,. 1 
Proof of the Theorem. The first task is to show that the coefficients for 
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vertices in the apartment A are spanned, in homology, by our generating 
one-spaces. By Lemma 3.2, the space V(&),,@ V(Aj)PK is spanned by vec- 
tors of the form u Q w, with u E I’(n,)p, for an i-set Z such that P, is adjacent 
to P, and w  E V(lj)PJ for a j-set J such that P, is adjacent to P,. Thus by 
Lemma 2.3, V, is spanned by vectors of the form x = &(v @ w), with v, w  
as above; to show that V,, is spanned in homology, we only need to show 
that such vectors are so spanned. Now, if P, is adjacent to both P, and P,, 
then P, is also adjacent to PM, where M = I u J. (Note that this is true 
regardless of whether Kc Z, K 3 Z, Kc J, K =) J.) However, (x) c V,, is 
one of our generating one-spaces. Since P, is adjacent to P,, we have that 
x E VpK is spanned in homology. 
Let A’ be a neighboring apartment, i.e., an apartment which intersects A 
in a root 0. If the vertices of A are now taken as all proper, nonempty sub- 
sets of (0, . . . . I}, then the vertices of the root 0 may (by conjugating if 
necessary) be taken as all subsets K such that if ZE K then l- 1 E K. (For 
some exposition on the structure of roots and apartments in this context, 
see [RS, Sect. 43.) The coefficients for all vertices of A (and hence of 0) 
have been spanned in homology by our generating one-spaces. The 
next task is to show that the same holds true for the vertices of A’. By 
the above argument, it suffices to show that the corresponding 
dim( V(2,)) . dim( V(Aj)) one-spaces of A’ are spanned. Note, however, that 
each of these one-spaces lies in a coefficient for P,,,,, where j< IMI d I- 1. 
(Again, recall that IMI = IZu JI < i+ j, and that i+ j-c 1 is one of the 
original hypotheses.) If P, lies in 0 then its coefficient is spanned already; 
if not, then ZEM but I-l$M. In the latter case, let M’=Mu {Z-l}. 
Note that M’ corresponds to a vertex of A’ because (Ml < i +j< I- 1. 
Then M’ E 0, P,, is adjacent to P, and VP, E V,,. (by, Lemma 2.5). 
Therefore V,,, is spanned in homology, whence V,, is spanned in 
homology, as required. 
By the connectivity of the building (see [RS, (4.4)], for any apartment 
A, in A, there is a sequence of apartments A,, A,, . . . . A, = A such that 
AiP i and Ai are neighboring apartments for i = 1, . . . . n. Thus by induction 
we may conclude that the coefficients of all vertices of A are spanned, and 
therefore that r = ZZO(FV). 
The theorem is only half-proved; there are two ways to extend the result 
to the case i + j> I+ 2. The first is to mimic the above proof, taking one- 
spaces in P, where M= In J (instead of M= Zu J). The other is to 
exploit the duality inherent in the A, root system: for V = V(2, + 3Lj), 
v* = V(i,+ , ~ j + A,, 1 -j). w e can thus form the “dual sheaf” of FV, and 
the result follows from the case i + j < I done above. 1 
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